Vibrational normal modes of diazo-dimedone: a comparative study by Fourier infrared/Raman spectroscopies and conformational analysis by MM/QM.
The 2-diazo-5,5-dimethyl-cyclohexane-1,3-dione (3) was synthesized and the FT-IR/Raman spectra were measured with the purpose of obtain a full assignment of the vibrational modes. Singular aspects concerning the -CNN oscillator are discussed in view of two strong bands observed in the region of 2300-2100 cm(-1) in both, Infrared and Raman spectra. The density functional theory (DFT) was used to obtain the geometrical structure and for assisting in the vibrational assignment joint to the traditional normal coordinate analysis (NCA). The observed wavenumbers at 2145 (IR), 2144(R) are assigned as the coupled nu(NN)+nu(CN) vibrational mode with higher participation of the NN stretching. A 2188 cm(-1) (IR) and at 2186 cm(-1) (R) can be assigned as a overtone of one of nu(CC) normal mode or to a combination band of the fundamentals delta(CCH) found at 1169 cm(-1) and the delta (CCN) found at 1017 cm(-1) enhanced by Fermi resonance.